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Today we will cover:

• Why bar plots are sometimes insufficient 

• RDI plots / pirate plots 

• How to become an professional piRate (aka 
customizing your plots)



why we should #barbarplots

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1474588473/barbarplots

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1474588473/barbarplots


“Simply plotting the mean values as you do in a bar plot,  
two very different groups can look the same.”



But if not barplots, then what 
plots should we use?
• RDI plots = Raw (data), Description, & Inference 

• pirateplots!



4 elements of a pirateplot
• points/symbols: representing raw data (jittered 

horizontally) 

• bar: vertical bar showing central tendencies (e.g., 
mean, median) 

• bean: smooth density shape showing distribution of 
the data 

• inf: rectangle representing inference interval (can 
accommodate both Bayesian & frequentist intervals)





YaRrr!* 
install.packages(“yarrr”)

library(“yarrr”)

*As a side note, this book is an excellent  (FREE!) 
resource for learning R. Definitely highly recommend 
for getting to know the nuts and bolts of using R. 
 
http://nathanieldphillips.com/thepiratesguidetor/

http://nathanieldphillips.com/thepiratesguidetor/


Iris dataset
• iris is a dataset pre-loaded into R



R code

# loading the iris dataset
irisdata<-iris

# basic pirateplot
pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           main = "Sepal Length by Species")
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Customizing your pirate plot

• Themes (1-4, creating your own) 

• Color Palettes 

• Customizing your plotting elements



Theme 1 Theme 2

Theme 3 Theme 4



theme = 0
• If you want to create a pirate plot from scratch, or 

maybe exclude some elements of the plot, this may 
be a good option



pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           main = "Sepal Length by Species 0\ntheme=0",
           theme = 0, 
           bar.f.o = .7, bar.b.o = 1, 
           bar.b.col = c("black","black","black"),
           bean.b.o = 1, 
           point.o = 1, point.pch = 5, 
           jitter.val=.1)



All Possible Datapoint Shapes



Color Palettes 
To change color palette,you can change  
the “pal” argument in your pirate plot 
> piratepal(palette = "all")

“pony” color palette





You can go nuts and 
customize like crazy



pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           theme = 3,
           main = "Fully customized pirateplot",
           pal = "southpark", # southpark color palette
           bean.f.o = .6, # Bean fill
           point.o = .3, # Points
           inf.f.o = .7, # Inference fill
           inf.b.o = .8, # Inference border
           avg.line.o = 1, # Average line
           bar.f.o = .5, # Bar
           inf.f.col = "white", # Inf fill col
           inf.b.col = "black", # Inf border col
           avg.line.col = "black", # avg line col
           bar.f.col = gray(.8), # bar filling color
           point.pch = 21,
           point.bg = "white",
           point.col = "black",
           point.cex = .7)



Plotting multiple IVs
• You can plot up to 3 independent variables (only 2 

are shown here)



irisdata<-irisdata %>% mutate(US = ifelse(runif(150)>.
5,”US","Non-US"))

pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species + US,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           main = "Sepal Length by Species and Us/Non-US",
           theme = 3, 
           pal= c("magenta","seagreen","salmon"),
           bar.f.o = 0.25)



Another example



Different types of intervals
• You can choose different types of confidence/

credible intervals to display on your pirateplot, you 
just need to modify the “inf.method” argument  

• ci: confidence intervals 
• hdi: Bayesian Highest Density Intervals  
• iqr: interquartile range 
• sd: standard deviation 
• se: standard error 
• withinci: frequentist CIs in within design



# Bayesian HDI 25%
pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           main = "Sepal Length by Species \nBayesian HDI 25%",
           avg.line.o = 0,
           inf.method = "hdi", 
           inf.p = .25,
           hdi.iter = 100)



#standard error
pirateplot(formula = Sepal.Length ~ Species,
           data = irisdata,
           ylab = "Sepal Length",
           main = "Sepal Length by Species \nStandard Error 99%",
           avg.line.o = 0,
           inf.method = "se", 
           inf.p = .99)



Getting summaries of your 
experimental conditions
• If you set plot=FALSE, then the function will return 

values associated with the plot.



More Resources
• Vignette on pirate plot:  

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/yarrr/vignettes/pirateplot.html 

• Rbloggers: 
https://www.r-bloggers.com/the-pirate-plot-2-0-the-rdi-plotting-choice-of-r-
pirates/ 

• More on Color Palettes:  
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/yarrr/vignettes/piratepal.html 

• More on Beanplots:  
Kampstra, P. (2008) Beanplot: A Boxplot Alternative for Visual Comparison of 
Distributions. Journal of Statistical Software, Code Snippets, 28(1), 1-9. URL 
http://www.jstatsoft.org/v28/c01/ 

• More on Bayesian High Density Intervals:  
http://doingbayesiandataanalysis.blogspot.com/2012/04/why-to-use-highest-
density-intervals.html

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/yarrr/vignettes/pirateplot.html
https://www.r-bloggers.com/the-pirate-plot-2-0-the-rdi-plotting-choice-of-r-pirates/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/yarrr/vignettes/piratepal.html
http://www.jstatsoft.org/v28/c01/
http://doingbayesiandataanalysis.blogspot.com/2012/04/why-to-use-highest-density-intervals.html


Thanks for your attention!

Any Questions? Email Sara or Debbie. 

Check out more of “R” tutorials here:  
https://debyeeneuro.com/r-tutorials/

https://debyeeneuro.com/r-tutorials/

